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Abstract 
The Santa Olalla Igneous Complex, a late-Variscan group of intrusions located in the Ossa-Morena Zone (SW Iberia), has been the focus of 
a gravity and structural study. The structure outlined by the foliation map is complex, showing two different structural domains: one character­
ized by vertical, and the other by horizontal, magmatic foliations. The vertical fabrics are restricted to the NE half of the complex, which is in 
direct contact with a Variscan sinistral strike-slip fault (Cherneca fault) whereas the horizontal fabrics are developed in the SW half of the com­
plex, which is characterized by a horizontal tabular geometry. Gravity modeling indicates that the deeper floor of the plutons is closely related to 
the NE margin and the Cherneca fault. An emplacement and structural evolution model for this igneous complex is proposed following these 
structural and gravity results: (1) magma ascent was favored by releasing bends in the trace of the Cherneca fault; (2) when magma reached the 
present level it intruded to the SW with a horizontal sheet geometry generating the subhorizontal foliation domain; (3) after emplacement, the 
NE half of the complex suffered the external tectonic stress field provoked by sinistral motion along the Cherneca fault, subsequently generating 
the subvertical magmatic foliation domain. 
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1. Introduction 
Structural analysis in combination with gravity analysis on 
piu tons is a powerful tool in developing emplacement models 
for magmas in the upper crust. Plutonic rocks usually show 
preferred orientation of minerals formed during the magmatic 
state (magmatic fabrics, Paterson et aI. , 1989, 1998; Park and 
Means, 1996) or during solid-state strain (deformational fab­
rics, Paterson et aI. , 1989; Vemon et aI. , 2004). The study of 
the geometry of these fabrics and their comparison with the 
host rock structure can be used to interpret the emplacement 
of the magma in a geodynamic context (Paterson and Fowler, 
1993; Brown and Solar, 1999; Petford et aI. , 2000). 
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In the present contribution we report an extensive collection 
of structural and gravity data obtained from the Santa Olalla 
Igneous Complex (SOIC), a Variscan group of piu tons located 
in the Olivenza-Monesterio antiform, a major Variscan struc­
ture in the Ossa Morena Zone (SW Iberia). Although these 
kinds of studies have been carried out in several plutons crop­
ping out in the Ossa-Morena Zone (Burguillos-Brovales­
Valencia del Vetoso-Salvatierra, Brun and Pons, 1981; Bazana 
granite, Galadi-Enriquez et aI., 2003; Castillo granite, Eguiluz 
et aI., 1999; Cardenchosa granite, Simancas et aI., 2000), the 
structure and geometry at depth of the Santa Olalla Igneous 
Complex still remains unknown. 
As this contribution reveals, the Santa Olalla Igneous Com­
plex features a complex and intriguing magmatic structure 
characterized by two distinct structural domains: (1) a horizon­
tal tabular domain characterized by subhorizontal fabrics 
parallel to the upper aud lower intrusive contacts, aud (2) 
a cross-cutting subvertical domain probably related to Varis­
can tectonic transpressive strain suffered during emplacement. 
The structural study of this igneous complex is also important 
because it can be used as a palaeo-strain indicator of the late­
Variscan tectonic regime in this study area. The sorc, mainly 
formed by tonalite (Santa Olalla stock) aud a small body of 
gabbronorite (Aguablauca stock, AS), has acquired a special 
relevance since the recent discovery and exploitation of the 
Ni-Cu-PGE Aguablauca ore deposit (Lunar et aI., 1997; 
Ortega et aI., 2004; Pma et aI., in press), located in the northern 
contact of the Aguablanca gabbro-norite with the host rocks. 
The geochronology of the igneous complex is well constrained 
after the U-Pb results obtained by Romeo et al. (2006) show­
ing that the plutonic bodies yield ages within the interval of 
340 ± 3 Ma. These ages are similar to other plutons dated in 
the Olivenza-Monesterio autiform (Dallmeyer et aI., 1995; 
Bachiller et aI., 1997; Casquet et aI., 1998; Montero et aI., 
2000), defining a main Variscau magmatic event, lasting 
from 353 to 329 Ma. 
The main objective of this work is to establish the orienta­
tion of the magmatic fabrics in the sorc obtained using both 
classical structural geology methods and gravity analysis. 
Combination of both of these sets of data suggest an emplace­
ment model, that has been discussed considering a geodynarnic 
context characterized by a regional late-Variscan transpres­
sional regime (Abalos et aI., 199 1; Abalos aud Cusf, 1995; 
Egufluz et aI., 2000) indicated by the geochronological data 
(Romeo et aI., 2006). 
2. Geological setting 
The Sauta Olalla Igneous Complex is located on the south­
ern limb of the Olivenza-Monesterio autiform (Fig. 1), a major, 
"WNW-ESE trending Variscan structure, occupying a central 
position within the Ossa-Morena Zone (OMZ). The OMZ 
forms one of the SW divisions of the Iberian Massif, which 
corresponds to the westernmost outcrops of the Variscan oro­
gen in Europe (Ribeiro et aI., 1990). The OMZ has also been 
interpreted as a poly-orogenic terrane accreted to the Central 
Iberian Zone during the Cadomiau orageny (620-530 Ma), 
the suture of which is exposed along the Badajoz-Cordoba 
shear zone (Quesada, 1990, 1991, 1997; Egufluz et aI., 
2000). A subsequent rifling event culminating in formation 
of a new oceanic crust (Rheic Ocean?) is recorded in the 
OMZ during Cambro-Ordoviciau times (Linin and Quesada, 
1990; Exposito et aI. , 2003; Sanchez-Garcfa et aI., 2003). 
This was followed by a passive margin stage until the onset 
of the Variscan orogeny in Middle Devonian times. At this 
point in time, Variscan tectonics started with oblique subduc­
tion of the Rheic Ocean beneath the southern margin of the 
OMZ, where accretion and eventual obduction of oceanic 
fragments gave birth to the Pulo do Lobo accretionary prism 
aud Beja-Acebuches Ophiolite (Munha et aI., 1986; Silva, 
1989; Quesada, 1991; Quesada et aI., 1994a) aud coeval 
growth of a modest arc on the Ossa Morena plate (Santos 
et aI., 1987). Subduction of the oceanic crust finally led to 
oblique (sinistral) collision with the South Portuguese Zone, 
presumably au Avalonian part of already amalgamated Laur­
ussia, which diachronously propagated southeastwards from 
the Late Devoniau to the Late Viseau (Ribeiro et aI., 1990; 
Quesada, 1991). Subsequent orogenesis consisted of sinistral 
continental subduction of the outer margin of the South Portu­
guese Zone lll1der the OMZ until its waning in Early Permian 
times. During the whole orogenic process, the OMZ acted as 
the upper plate subjected to a transpressional tectonic regime, 
consequently reactivating the pre-existing Cadomian suture 
under sinistral wrench conditions (Badajoz-Cordoba shear 
zone) which now constitutes the northern bOlll1dary of the 
OMZ (Ribeiro et aI., 1990; Quesada, 199 1; Abalos et aI., 
199 1; Quesada aud Dallmeyer, 1994). 
The structural evolution of the OMZ during the Variscan 
orogeny was mainly governed by transpressional tectonics 
throughout its time-spau (from the Middle Devonian to the 
Early Perrnian). This transpressional regime resulted in the 
formation of a significant basement involved, thick-skinned, 
strike-slip duplex structure, mainly after inversion of the 
pre-existing horst and graben tectonic compartrnentalization 
acquired during the Cambrian-Ordovician ritting event 
(Sinchez-Garcfa et aI., 2003). Internal deformation of each 
horse is variable and includes several folding and oblique 
thrust generations, as well as coeval extensional (transten­
sional) events. In the case of the Olivenza-Monesterio anti­
form, the basement was shortened by developing an 
antiformal stack, which tightened in several steps, whereas 
the Paleozoic cover detached from it and initially formed a, 
typically thin-skinned, SW-verging imbricate fau and large 
associated recumbent folds (Vauchez, 1975; Quesada et aI., 
1994b; Exposito, 2000). A second folding event, also SW­
vergent but characterized by steep axial planes, affected the 
already deformed thin-skinned imbricate fan after an interven­
ing extensional event, during which some syn-orogenic basins 
were formed (e.g., the Terena flysch basin). Finally the overall 
NW-SE trend of the oragen was reworked by late sinistral 
strike-slip faults striking N50-70° that generated the carto­
graphic sigmoidal shapes that characterized the tectonic struc­
ture of the OMZ (e.g. the Zufre fault, Fig. 2). 
Variscan plutonism in the Ossa Morena Zone is character­
ized by intermediate to acid calc-alkaline compositions rang­
ing from metaluminous tonalite and granodiorite to 
peralurninous granite and leucogranite, and by volumetrically 
minor gabbroic plutons. The main Variscan plutonic complex 
in the Olivenza-Monesterio antiform is the sub-circular group 
of plutons formed by Valencia del Ventoso, Bazana, Brovales 
(340 ± 4 Ma obtained by Pb-Pb Kober on zircons, Montero 
et aI., 2000; the method is described in Kober, 1987), Val­
uengo (342 ± 4 Ma obtained by Pb-Pb Kober on zircons, 
Montero et aI., 2000) and Burguillos del Cerro (330 ± 9 Ma 
obtained by total rock Rb-Sr, Bachiller et aI., 1997; 335 Ma 
obtained by Ar-Ar on amphibole, Dallmeyer et aI., 1995; 
338 ± 1 .5  Ma obtained by U-Pb on allauite, Casquet et aI., 
1998). Spatially separated from this group of plutons, 50 km 
to the SE, is the Sauta Olalla Igneous Complex, the subject 
of this study (340 ± 3 Ma obtained by U-Pb on zircons, 
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Rorneo et al., 2006). A later extensional Perrnian event gener­
ated a set of NW-SE-trending diabasic dykes (250 ± 5 Ma ob­
tained by total rock K-Ar, Galindo et aI., 1991) that can be 
found in numerous localities across the OMZ. 
3. Geology of the Santa OlaIla Igneous Complex 
3.1. Igneous rocks 
The Santa Ola11a Igneous Complex is formed by two main 
plutons: the Santa Ola11a stock and the Aguablanca stock (AS) 
(Fig. 2). The Santa Ola11a stock (Eguiluz et aI., 1989), the larg­
est pIuton of the complex, is comprised primarily of horn­
blende-biotite diorite and quartz-diorite in the northern and 
northeastern area grading to a main tonalitic fades in the cen­
ter that grades to a small body of monzogranite towards the 
southern border. Also some small leucogranite bodies appear 
scattered throughout this stock. This disposition of the igneous 
fades has been interpreted as due to a reverse cornpositional 
zoning (Velasco, 1976; Casquet, 1980). Towards the NW there 
is a mafic apophysis (Sultana) (Apalategui et aI., 1990), com­
posed of hornblende-biotite tonalite and quartz-diorite. 
The Aguablanca stock, a rnafic subcircular pIuton, crops 
out in the northern part of the complex. It is composed of 
phlogopite-rich gabbronorite and norite, grading, in the south, 
to diorite. This intrusion has undergone significant endoskam 
processes along the northern boundary induced by contact 
with marbles in the Carnbrian host rocks (Casquet, 1980). 
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Fig. 2. Geological map of the Santa Olalia Igneous Complex. The location of the igneous bodies and gravity profiles are shown. 
The Aguablanca Ni-Cu-PGE deposit (Lunar et aI., 1997; 
Ortega et aI., 1999, 2000, 2004; Tornos et aI., 1999, 2001; 
Casquet et aI., 2001; Pina et aI., in press) is hosted by the 
Aguablanca gabbronorite and is closely associated with a sub­
vertical (dipping 70-800N), funnel-like magmatic breccia 
(250-300 m wide N-S and up to 600 m long E-W) situated 
in the northern part of this pluton. The breccia is comprised of 
barren or slightly mineralized ultrarnafic-mafic cumulate frag­
ments enveloped by hornblende and phlogopite-rich gabbro­
norite containing disseminated and semi-massive Ni-Cu-Fe 
magmatic sulfides. 
Three granitic intrusions (Garrote, Teuler and Cala) can 
also be found around the igneous complex. The Garrote intru­
sion is a hornblende-bearing syenitic granite located near the 
northern boundary of AS. The Teuler intrusion is located in 
the W of the Santa Ola11a stock; and is a fine-grained biotite 
monzogranite that generates a magnesian skarn with a magne­
tite mineralization (Tornos et aI., 2004). The Cala monzogran­
ite is a very small outcrop located about 8 km towards the W 
from the Santa Ola11a stock (Fig. 2), and hosts the magnetite 
mineralization of Minas de Cala (Doetsch and Romero, 
1973; Casquet and Velasco, 1978; Velasco and Arnigo, 1981). 
The geochronology of the sorc has been recently estab­
lished (Romeo et aI., 2006) by U-Pb technique on zircons 
and with the exception of the Cala granite (352 ± 4 Ma), 
which represents an older intrusion, the bulk of samples yield 
ages clustering around 340 ± 3 Ma: the Santa Ola11a tonalite 
(341.5 ± 3 Ma), the Sultana hornblende tonalite (341 ± 
3 Ma), a mingling area at the contact between the Aguablanca 
and Santa Ola11a stocks (341 ± 1 .5  Ma), the Garrote granite 
(339 ± 3 Ma), the Teuler granite (338 ± 2 Ma), and dioritic 
dykes from the Aguablanca stock (338.6 ± 0.8 Ma). 
Structurally, the sorc is located in a wedge limited by two 
main faults: the Cherneca Fault, a SW-verging structure trend­
ing parallel to the general Variscan direction in this zone 
(NI200) with a reverse and sinistral kinematics (Fig. 2),and 
the Zufre fault, a late N80" sinistral strike-slip fault. 
3.2. Host rocks 
The Santa Ola11a Plutonic Complex intrudes into two dif­
ferent stratigraphic units, both affected by low-grade re­
gional metamorphism. In the northwest margin the host 
rocks are comprised of alternating pyrite-bearing black-slate 
and meta-graywacke with thin intercalations of meta-vo1ca­
nic rocks and black quartzite (Tentudia succession), part 
of the Neoproterozoic Serie Negra (Eguiluz, 1988). Towards 
the N, E and W the igneous rocks intrude into the Early 
Carnbrian Bodonal-Cala complex (Eguiluz, 1988), which 
lies unonforrnably above the Tentudia succession, and it is 
made up of a volcano-sedimentary sequence of rhyolite, 
crystal tuffs, fine tuffs, cinder slates, and coarse-grained 
feldspar-phyric rhyolite (Bodonal-Cala Porphyry). The Bodonal­
Cala Complex also contains intercalations of carbonate rocks, 
more abundant towards the top, producing an exoskam charac­
terized by garnetite, marble and calc-silicate rocks along the 
contacts with igneous rocks (Casquet, 1980). 
The host rocks are affected by a regional metamorphism of 
low to very low grade and show an intense superimposed con­
tact metamorphism. The metamorphic aureole is more than 
2 km wide, and consists of albite-epidote fades in the external 
zone grading into a hypersthene homfels fades in the internal 
200 meters. 
The Santa Olalla stock contains numerous roof pendants of 
the host rock, scattered throughout the igneous body, implying 
that the upper contact has undergone only slight erosion. 
4. Magmatic fabric 
The Santa Olalla Igneous Complex was completely de­
formed during the magmatic phase, and no evidence of a sig­
nificant sub-solidus strain has been fOlll1d. Considering that 
quartz is the last crystallizing phase and that only quartz shows 
undulose extinction and sub grains, one can interpret a weak 
sub-solidus deformation. Nevertheless, plagioc1ase, biotite 
and hornblende remain lll1deforrned. The igneous fabrics are 
generally evidenced at meso-scale by the orientation of plagio­
clase (1-4 mm long) forming magmatic foliations favored by 
the planar habit of this mineral. Also, as a secondary rnineral­
forming fabric, the biotite seems to be occasionally oriented, 
showing planar fabrics defined by the preferred orientation 
of its planar habit. More mafic rocks (i.e. gabbronorites and 
quartz-diorites) also show magmatic foliations defined by 
the preferred orientation of plagioc1ase. However, in the 
more rnafic fades pyroxene also plays a role during the fabric 
generation. In these cases pyroxene usually displays the same 
planar fabric as the plagioclase, defined by the randomly ori­
ented elongated axes of the pyroxenes internal to the foliation 
plane. Only at two localities a magmatic lineation has been ob­
served defined mainly by the randomly oriented elongated 
axes of the pyroxenes included in the foliation plane. Taken 
together these data may correspond to the ascent area of the 
Aguablanca gabbronorites surrounding the Ni-Cu-PGE 
mineralization. 
In order to study this magmatic structure, 223 measurement 
stations scattered along the SOIC area were analyzed. The 
magmatic foliation map and the foliation trajectories are 
shown in Fig. 3a and b, respectively. The foliation map reveals 
a consistent orientation pattern, where two different structural 
domains can be distinguished: a NE area, striking parallel to 
the long axis of the stock, where the foliations show domi­
nantly a NW-SE strike and vertical or high angle dips, and 
the SW area where foliations are predominantly of low dip an­
gle or horizontal (see the distribution on the dip values of the 
foliation in the stereo plots shown in Fig. 3a). 
The vertical (N140° striking) sttuctural domain of the NE 
margin of the Santa Olalla stock is concordant with the trajec­
tories of the host rock (Bodonal Cala volcano-sedimentary 
complex). The magmatic foliation trajectories of the subverti­
cal domain show a unique disposition containing two main ori­
entations: bands (100-200 m wide) with a N130" strike and 
a dip of 900 to 70" to the south, and, in between those bands, 
oblique foliations with a N155° strike and vertical dips. As 
seen in the foliation trajectory map this pattern defines rhom­
boidal geometries (A in Fig. 3b). 
Alternatively, the sub-horizontal structural domain oc­
cupies the SW area of the sorC. By analyzing the relation­
ships between the trajectories within the host rock and the 
igneous complex four important conclusions can be drawn: 
( l )  the magmatic foliations are dominantly discordant with re­
spect to the intrusive contact, but the host rock structure is 
dominantly parallel to the pluton margins; (2) a triple point 
in the host rocks trajectories with an asymmetric disposition 
with respect to the long axis of the complex has been found 
(B in Fig. 3b); (3) the transition between both domains (verti­
cal and sub-horizontal) is mainly characterized by medium 
dips (60-30" ) to the SW and a N140° strike parallel to the 
vertical domain; (4) in this transition area and also in the 
sub-horizontal domain, narrow bands with vertical foliations 
striking N155° seem to crosscut the subhorizontal foliations. 
The Aguablanca stock exhibits a complex structure domi­
nated by a vertical foliation, parallel to the N and NW contacts 
of the stock, with vertical lineations in the northern area where 
the gabbronorite appears surrounding the Ni-Cu-PGE miner­
alized breccia pipes. Alternatively the center of Aguablanca is 
characterized by predominately horizontal foliations. Never­
theless, to the south, the fabrics show a N150" strike and 
high dip angle towards the NE that seems appear to be linked 
to the magmatic structure of the surrounding tonalite charac­
terized by similar orientations. 
Comparison of the relations of each main fault (Zufre and 
Cherneca) with the general igneous structural pattern produces 
very different results. On one hand the Zufre fault has a clear 
post-intrusive character as it appears to cut all the foliation 
trajectories of the tonalite. On the other hand, the Cherneca 
fault shows a significant parallelism with the subvertical do­
main of the Santa Olalla tonalite and the Aguablanca northern 
border. 
5. Gravity study 
5.1. Gravity survey 
A gravity survey was carried out in an area of about 
230 km2, covering the entire sorc as well as the Cala gran­
ite separated from the sorc about 8 km to the W, using 
315 gravity stations in total. Measurements were taken at 
evenly distributed localities with an average density of 
1.37 stations per krn2. The measurements were performed 
using a LaCoste & Romberg G-meter 953 from Universidad 
Complutense de Madrid (UCM) with a nominal precision of 
±0.01 mGal. A station located in Monesterio, Badajoz, 
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(absolute gravity: 979862.77 mGal) was used as gravity base 
station (linked to the Spanish Geographic Institute base sta­
tion at Fuente de Cantos, Badajoz). Elevations were deter­
mined, where possible, from geodetic bench-marks but 
also using a digital barometric altimeter with a precision 
of ±O.2 m. Paths between stations with known geodetic el­
evation never exceeded 2 hour intervals in order to minimize 
the effect of barometric variations in elevation estimation 
errors. This procedure enables one to estimate error margins 
of ±O. l mGal. 
The gravity measurements were, corrected for Earth-tide 
effects, free-air and Bouguer reductions were applied and ter­
rain correction up to 22 km was also performed. A comparison 
of 10% duplicate gravity measurements revealed a root mean 
square instrumental error of ±0.22 mGal in the determination 
of the observed g. The density value used in the Bouguer 
reduction and terrain corrections was 2.75 g cm-3, matching 
the average density of the rocks in the study area. Kriging 
was used to interpolate the Bouguer anomaly values in a square 
grid of 250 m. 
5.2. Bouguer anomaly map and residual anomaly map 
The Bouguer anomaly (Fig. 4a) decreases from ESE to 
WNW with an average gradient of 1 .4  mGal km-I (from 30 
to 1 1  mGals). As seen in Fig. 4, isoanomaly lines are subpar­
a11el to the Zufre fault trend. The maximum Bouguer values 
are in direct association with the SE block of the Zufre fault 
where the South Portuguese Zone was approached by a sinis­
tral movement. In the north of the map the minimum values 
are found in the proximities of the Castillo granite, a subalka­
line, two mica granite dated at 502 ± 8 Ma (Pb-Pb Kober on 
zircons, Montero et aI., 2000). Apart from these general con­
siderations the Bouguer anomaly pattern does not correlate 
clearly with the mapped structures and plutons, therefore it 
must be related with deep seated sources. 
In order to analyze shallower sources a residual anomaly 
map was calculated. A Bouguer map (kindly lent by San­
chez-limenez, 2003) with a square grid of 5000 m was used 
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as a regional anomaly map. It covers all the OMZ with 0.07 
stations per krn2. This low data density generates a map dom­
inated by large wavelengths which, in our case, can only be 
caused by deep-seated sources. These regional data were sub­
tracted from our Bouguer map to obtain a residual anomaly 
map. 
This residual map (Fig. 4b) features two main anomalies, 
a gravity high (5 mGals) and a gravity low (-4 mGals). The 
main gravity high is located in the western part of the map, 
covering the area dominated by the Sultana hornblende tona­
lite and the host rocks of the Bodonal-Cala volcanosedimen­
tary Complex. The main gravity low is located in the SE 
margin of the Santa Ola11a tonalite where it is cut by the Zufre 
fault. This minimum corresponds to the largest part of the 
Santa Ola11a stock. Other local gravity highs can be found 
on the Aguablanca gabbronorite and the surrOlll1ding skam 
rocks, and also to the NE margin of the Santa Ola11a stock 
where the dominant lithology is quartzdiorite in contact with 
a 200 m wide marble band. The residual anomaly patterns in­
dicate that density contrasts are mainly controlled by the igne­
ous rocks rather than by the structure of the host rocks. Gravity 
highs and lows can be correlated to mapped plutons or to pos­
tulated intrusions under the present erosion level. 
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Fig. 4. (a) Bouguer anomaly map. (b) Residual anomaly map. Location of the Santa Olalia Igneous Complex is sho\Vll. 
5.3. Density determinations and modeling 
Two hundred and forty density measurements of the SOIC 
rocks and the host rocks where performed. Histograms with 
the results for six lithologies and the total data are shown 
in Fig. 5. It was not possible to obtain fresh samples of the 
slates and tuffs of the Bodonal-Cala Complex and the slates 
of the Serie Negra, that could yield reliable density values; 
so their densities have been inferred during the modeling 
process. 
The models where performed using the software GM-SYS 
4.9.39b by Geosoft. The methods used to calculate the gravity 
model response are based on the methods of Talwani et al. 
(1959) and Talwani and Heirtzler (1964) and make use of 
the algorithms described in Won and Bevis (1987). GM-SYS 
uses a 23/4D approach, where blocks are defined by a prism 
with a different width located perpendicularly in front and be­
hind of the model plane. This approach (23/4D) also permits 
variations in the density contrast in the out-of-model prism 
contacts in front of and behind of the model plane. Structural 
data, geological cross-sections and density estimations were 
used to constrain gravity model geometry. Where gravity 
anomaly does not fit with surface geological data, new bodies 
were introduced taking into consideration the most plausible 
hypothesis. 
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Five 23/4D models were performed in order to constrain the 
3D geometry of the plutonic complex Fig. 6. The gravity pro­
file I-I' is parallel to the Zufre fault crossing the Santa Olalla 
tonalite in its wider part. The gravity profiles II -II', III -Ill' 
and IV-IV' are disposed perpendicular to the Variscan struc­
tures, and the gravity profile V-V' is disposed parallel to the 
Variscan trend. 
The gravity profile I-I' is characterized by a gravity low. A 
thickening of the tonalite in the gravity low has been mode led 
and this model shows the thickest values for the Santa Olalla 
tonalite reaching a depth of 3630 m below sea level. In order 
to justify the presence of short-wavelength anomalies, a hetero­
geneous density for the Santa Olalla stock can be considered. 
As the geological map shows (Fig. 2), the Santa Olalla tonalite 
presents scattered outcrops of granites, which are especially 
abundant in the southern part of the stock. The presence of 
these granite bodies has been considered to adjust the short­
wavelength anomalies. To further constrain and investigate 
this problem, a main body of leucogranite near the surface, 
with a similar density of that cropping out at Santa Olalla vil­
lage, has been modeled. Towards the ENE the residual gravity 
shows a local high over a quartzdiorite band of the Santa 
Olalla Stock. An average density of 2.85 g cm -3 and maxi­
mum depth of 3900 m below sea level has been obtained by 
adjusting the anomaly caused by this mafic band. 
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Fig. 5. Histograms of densities (g cm-3) with the arithmetic average and the standard deviation for each lithology and for the whole data set. 
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Fig. 6. Gravity models perfonned using GM-SYS 4.9.39b by Geosoft. 
The gravity profile IT-IT' is characterized by a general flat 
bottom gravity low that covers the entire section. In the NE 
part of the gravity low a local maximum appears, which is 
generated by the Aguablanca stock and the associated game­
tite-rich skarn. The Santa Olalla tonalite is characterized by 
a 1 .5  km thick sheet geometry with a root area in the north 
matching the Cherneca fault where the deepest contact be­
tween Santa Olalla and the host rock is 3450 m below sea 
level. The Santa Olalla stock shows the continuation of the 
low density body near the surface that was described in model 
I-I' . Aguablanca has been modeled with two different bodies: 
a northern one dominated by gabbronorite with an average 
density of 2.967 g cm-3, and a southern one of quartzdiorite 
and plagioc1ase-rich gabbronorite with an average density of 
2.85 g cm -3 The skarn dominated by garnetite was modeled 
with a density of 2.9 g cm-3 Other bodies correspond to the 
marbles and the metavu1canites of the Bodonal-Cala complex 
with average densities of 2.81 g cm-3 and 2.82 g cm-3 respec­
tively. Low values of residual gravity appear, again, in the 
zone of the Cherneca fault, which should be caused by any 
low-density rock under the outcropping host rock. The model 
also shows that the Santa Olalla tonalite appears under the 
Aguablanca stock and it is very near to the surface in the 
area of the Cherneca fault. The presence of these low-density 
igneous rocks in this area is supported by the outcrop of the 
Garrote Granite. 
The thickness of the Santa Olalla stock is considerably re­
duced in the model ill-ill'. This gravity profile presents 
a maximum in the southern part caused by the outcropping 
host rocks. In the southern termination of the Santa Olalla 
stock the average modeled thickness of the sheet is 320 m 
while in the rest of the model it shows an average thickness 
of 1100 m. A local gravity low in the north part has been in­
terpreted as a result of the thickest area of the Santa Olalla to­
nalite in this profile, with a maximum depth for the contact 
with the host rocks of 1950 m below sea level. 
The gravity profile IV-IV' crosses the entire Sultana horn­
blende tonalite (2.818 g cm-3) and features a flat topped grav­
ity high on the Sultana intrusion and the northern Serie Negra 
outcrop. For this intrusion, a 1360 m thick elliptical section 
has been mode led. In this model, some shallow small bodies 
as density heterogeneities within the Sultana hornblende tona­
lite have been introduced to account for short-wavelength 
anomalies. The gravity high is mainly generated by the 
density contrast between: the central area dominated the 
high density rocks of the Sultana hornblende tonalite and the 
Serie Negra, and the profile terminations dominated by low 
density rocks. These low-density rocks are: the Castillo granite 
in the northern termination and a granitic body that can be re­
lated to the neighbor Cala granite (2.657 g cm-3) in the south­
ern termination. 
Finally, the gravity profile V-V', striking parallel to the Va­
riscan structures (NI20") was modeled by assembling the 
gravity models previously described. This profile is character­
ized by a large flat topped maximum, located on the Sultana 
intrusion, and the host rocks to the SE. Towards the SE 
termination the residual anomaly decreases significantly, 
implying the thickening of the Santa Olalla Stock towards the 
Zufre fault. This evidence suggests that the thickening of the 
Santa Olalla tonalite is controlled by the fault set striking 
N40° (Fig. 2). The gravity decrease towards the NW is con­
trolled by the same low density (2.657 g cm -3) body described 
in the gravity profile IV-IV' which can be related to the Cala 
Granite. 
6. Discussion 
Gravity models show a thickening of the Santa Olalla stock 
close to the Chemeca and Zufre faults coinciding with the area 
where subvertical magmatic foliations striking parallel to the 
Chemeca fault are developed. Towards the SW, where subhor­
izontal foliations characterize the pIuton fabric, the tonalite is 
thinner and exhibits a subhorizontal sheet geometry. Depth 
variations of the Igneous Complex are shown in Fig. 7. Struc­
tural data collected from the surface were extrapolated at 
depth for each gravity model in order to get an idea of the 
3D foliation structure (Fig.7). 
The Santa Olalla Igneous Complex was emplaced during 
the Variscan left-lateral collisional orogeny (340 ± 3 Ma, Ro­
meo et aI., 2006) in a shallow structural level (2 - 4 km; Cas­
quet, 1980) where the host rocks have a low to very low 
regional metamorphic grade. This relatively cold and low pres­
sure environment promoted a partial decoupling between the 
magma and the host rock structure, as shown by the foliation 
trajectory map (Fig. 3b). This partial mechanical decoupling is 
especially evident in the SW border of the subhorizontal do­
main, where the planar structure of the pluton (subhorizontal) 
0·00 
4.00 1-1' 
0·00 
,- -, , 
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, " 
is not parallel to that of the host rocks (subvertical). Neverthe­
less, the parallelism of the subvertical domain with the struc­
ture of the host rocks at the NE margin reveals the existence of 
a mechanical coupling in this area. Although the host rock 
shows follations generally parallel to the intrusive contact, 
which could suggest a partially forced emplacement, the pres­
ence of numerous roof pendants of host rocks probably implies 
that "stoping" played an important role during the last stages 
of emplacement. 
As evidenced by Paterson et al. (1998), in magmatic sys­
tems mechanically decoupled from their host rocks, structural 
patterns may result from strain during internally driven flow, 
filter pressing or porous flow in relatively static chambers, or 
by final increments of strain during emplacement. The trans­
pressional environment deduced from geological and struc­
tural evidence throughout the OMZ, supported by the 
geochronological data, indicates that the sorc probably suf­
fered similar tectonic stresses during its emplacement and 
crystallization. The structure of the SOle, as shown in previ­
ous sections, is complex and allows distinguishing two differ­
ent areas, dominated by vertical and horizontal foliations. The 
first decoupled and the second mechanically coupled to the lo­
cal host rock structure. 
The SW area of the complex has both a subhorizontal sheet 
geometry and a subhorizontal magmatic foliation exhibiting 
magmatic fabrics parallel to the upper and lower intrusive con­
tacts. The formation of these horizontal fabrics can be ex­
plained by magmatic flow along the sheet during intrusion. 
There are however other hypotheses, such as the one proposed 
for concentric fabrics by Paterson et al. (1998), in which 
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Fig. 7. The 3D stmchue obtained from the gravity modelling is shown by the contOlu levels. The relationship of the thickest NE area and the Cherneca fault can be 
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stresses in a constructed and crystallizing magmatic chamber 
cause alignment of crystals subparallel to chamber margins, 
which cannot be ruled out. Magma-host rock contacts repre­
sent high-viscosity boundaries surrounding a magmatic mate­
rial that cannot support large deviatoric stresses. As a result, 
"1 will refract perpendicular to the chamber margins, implying 
that in a relatively static chamber these stresses would drive 
margin-parallel filter pressing, aided by porous flow and stress 
induced grain rotation, in an inward migrating crystal mush 
zone (paterson et aI., 1998). Both possibilities, magmatic 
flow and filter pressing-porous flow during freezing, have to 
be considered since in our case there are not internal facies 
contacts in the sub-horizontal domain to indicate crosscutting 
relationships. 
In the transition zone from the subhorizontal to the subvert­
ical domains can be deduced that the vertical foliations post­
date and cut a previous horizontal fabric because the vertical 
foliations are organized as narrow bands that seem to be super­
imposed on a horizontal fabric. The transition is gradual, and 
the vertical bands become progressively thicker and more 
abundant from the SW to the NE (i.e. in NE is completely 
dominated by vertical fabric). This transition between both do­
mains is well exposed in the gravity model Ill-Ill' (Fig. 7). 
This fact and the clear parallelism of the subvertical domain 
and the adjacent Cherneca Fault, whose associated deforma­
tion zone is in direct contact with the northern border of the 
complex, suggests that the subvertical domain was caused 
by the shear associated to the Chemeca fault strain field. 
This fault has a ductile behavior that generated mylonites on 
the Bodonal-Cala marbles, and also it has a brittle character 
restricted to the contact between the Bodonal-Cala marbles 
and the Serie Negra. The Cherneca fault has a reverse compo­
nent of movement as indicated by the presence of the Serie 
Negra (Neoproterozoic) over the Bodonal-Cala Complex 
(Early Carnbrian), but the kinematic indicators and horizontal 
lineations developed on the marble mylonites indicate a signif­
icant sinistral strike-slip component. 
Considering the late-Variscan age of the sorc, it is proba­
ble that the Cherneca fault was moving in a sinistral sense dur­
ing its emplacement and cooling, therefore allowing the 
freezing and preservation of the coeval palaeo-strain field in 
the igneous rocks, the age of which is tightly constrained 
(340 ± 3 Ma, Romeo et aI., 2006). This tectonic origin of 
the subvertical domain is also constrained by the magmatic 
textures indicating that deformation occurred above the soli­
dus, during crystallization. 
The origin of the subvertical domain, as caused by tectonic 
stresses, during the late-Variscan wrench compression is also 
supported by the structure with oblique bands featuring sig­
moidal shapes in the eastern border of the complex. This pat­
tern, with vertical foliations (striking N130" and NI55°), 
(Fig. 3b) strongly resembles the S-C microstructures formed 
under non-coaxial shear. Based on this geometric relationship, 
we consider the possibility that this structure was formed 
under the same wrench deformation conditions as S-C micro­
structures but at a different scale. Favoring this interpretation, 
this structural pattern indicates a sinistral sense of shear that is 
coherent with the overall oblique Variscan collisional strain 
regime and with the local kinematics of the Chemeca fault 
during the cooling of the complex. However, the absence of 
magmatic lineations in the subvertical domain, needed to con­
strain the kinematic framework, indicates a need for further 
evidence to lend credence to this interpretation. The question 
is, is it possible to extrapolate microstructural terminology, 
the S-C fabric in this case, to something at the kilometric 
scale? The fractal analysis performed by Hippertt (1999) dem­
onstrates that S-C type fabrics are scale-invariant from the thin 
section scale to a kilometer scale and S-C fabrics of a very 
large size have been described (usually as strike-slip duplexes) 
at different locations in the Earth (Ebert et aI., 1996; Davison 
et aI., 1995) and in other planetary bodies, such as Venus char­
acterized by a more ductile crustal behavior (Hansen, 1992; 
Romeo et aI., 2005). Pluton fabrics with sigmoidal magmatic 
lineation patterns obtained by magnetic anisotropy has been 
described by Gleizes et a1. (1998) as strongly resembling 
S-C structures on a kilometer-scale and were interpreted as 
being caused by regional shearing. 11icro-scale magmatic 
S-C fabrics have been found related to deformation during 
the magmatic stage (Biswal et aI., 2004) or flow along dikes 
(Callot and Guichet, 2003) and many pluton emplacements 
are related to strike-slip faults or ductile shear deformation 
bands (Spannera and Kruhl, 2002; Callahan and Markley, 
2003; Chardon, 2003 among others). 
Considering the general shape obtained by gravity model­
ing, the most likely entrance ways for the magma, which are 
usually located at the deepest parts of the pluton (Vigneresse, 
1990; Yenes et aI., 1999; Galadi-Enrfquez et aI., 2003 among 
others), can be determined. In the gravity profiles I-I' , IT-IT', 
Ill-Ill' and IV-IV' the deepest part of the magma-host rock 
contact is located towards the NE. The 3D reconstruction 
shown in Fig. 7 clearly indicates that the NE contact of the 
complex fits well with the deepest values, and so it likely cor­
responds to a feeder zone. As well the maximum depth can be 
located in the eastern termination of the pluton where it is cut 
by the Zufre fault. However, we do not have access to the 
whole intrusion, since the Zufre fault displaced an important 
portion of the complex that does not crop out in the SE block. 
In the NW block, the presence of the Chemeca fault in the NE 
contact where the sorc is thicker suggests that this fault may 
have played an important role for magma ascent. In this case, 
meso-scale releasing bend inflections in the Cherneca fault 
plane may have favored magma ascent by the opening of inter­
connected pull-apart subvertical conducts. A similar mecha­
nism was proposed by Tomos et a1. (2001) for the intrusion 
of the Aguablanca stock, and the generation of the Ni-Cu­
PGE ore deposit. 
Although evidence suggests that the Chemeca fault may be 
the conduit used for magma ascent, a model for creating the 
emplacement space where all the intrusion boundaries corre­
spond to fault walls was discarded considering the outlined 
sheet geometry towards the SW. Horizontal sheet intrusions 
are widely abundant on the crust (Hamilton and Myers, 
1967; Myers, 1975; Vigneresse, 1995; McCaffrey and Petford, 
1997), and their emplacement models has been widely 
discussed (pollard and lohnson, 1973; Corry, 1988; lackson 
and Pollard, 1988; Cruden, 1998). The space needed to ac­
commodate a tabular intrusion can be accomplished by lifting 
its roof (i.e. laccolith emplacement) or depressing its floor (i.e. 
lopolith emplacement) or both (Cruden, 1998). The 3D geom­
etry of the sorc outlined by gravity modeling (Fig.7) clearly 
shows a gradual thickening towards the NE, which could im­
ply a significant depressing of the pluton floor during em­
placement. This deformation of the host rock below the 
complex to accommodate the intrusion can be accomplished 
by a general ductile strain or by discrete structures, such as 
shear zones. This, however, cannot be clarified with the pres­
ent knowledge. The quantity of intrusion space accommo­
dated by the lifting of the roof is difficult to establish due 
mainly to the partial exposure of the upper contact. The out­
lined sheet-like horizontal geometry is favored by the stress 
regime of the Variscan collision. The cornagrnatic late-Varis­
can tectonics consists in a gentle upright folding contempo­
rary with a sinistral strike-slip faulting, taking place from 
345 to 300 Ma (Simancas et aI., 2003). During this collisional 
regime <J3 is vertically oriented favoring the opening of hori­
zontal sheet-shaped spaces, which is an evidence suggesting 
that this was the situation when the magma reached its em­
placement level. Following this event, a horizontal tabular in­
trusion towards the SW was favored by the stress tensor being 
accommodated by depressing the floor and to an lll1known de­
gree by lifting the roof, giving the reconstructed lopolithic ge­
ometry. The presence of numerous roof pendants with random 
fabrics indicates that in the last stages of the emplacement, 
stoping allowed a limited new rising of magma. The impor­
tance of stoping as a secondary process that modifies the final 
location of intrusions has been suggested by Paterson and 
Fowler (1993) and Cruden (1998). 
The proposed model for emplacement and tectonic evolu­
tion of the Santa Olalla Igneous Complex can be compared 
with the emplacement models of other Variscan plutons stud­
ied in the Olivenza-Monesterio antiform. Brun and Pons 
(1981) proposed a model that combined ballooning with re­
gional shearing for the group of plutons formed by Burguillos, 
Brovales and Valencia del Ventoso. On the other hand Galam­
Enriquez et al. (2003) proposed a diapiric model for the 
emplacement of the Bazana granite. Based on this, a general 
emplacement model for these coeval plutons is difficult to es­
tablish. The number of studies is still very small and the 
models are far from being well established, however, with 
the present knowledge we can infer that local characteristics 
of each place of intrusion can control very different ways of 
ascent and emplacement for magmas in the same structural 
domain. 
This study has shown an image of the regional tectonics of 
an area of the Ossa-Morena zone with an accurate age con­
straint, based on the U-Pb geochronology performed by Ro­
meo et aI., (2006). The intrusion of the Santa Olalla Igneous 
Complex at 340 ± 3 Ma has served as an indicator of the re­
gional Variscan tectonics in this area that has been interpreted 
as a sinistral strike-slip regime induced by the proximity of the 
Chemeca Fault. 
7. Conclusions 
Taking into aCCOlll1t the previous discussion, a model for 
emplacement and tectonic evolution of the Santa Olalla Igne­
ous Complex can be proposed. First, during the syntectonic si­
nistral movement of the Cherneca fault the ascent of magma 
took place. Subsequent sinistral displacements along fault re­
leasing bends favored the generation of vertical pull-apart con­
duits, along which magma could propagate upwards. When 
magma reached the present level a horizontal sheet-like intru­
sion started to propagate towards the SW generating the sub­
horizontal structural domain parallel to the upper and lower 
magma-host rock contacts. The emplacement was favored 
here by the vertical disposition of <J3 during the late-Variscan 
upright gentle folding. Stoping also played an important role 
allowing a moderate ascent of the magma in the last stages 
of emplacement. Continuous motion along the Chemeca fault 
produced the sinistral shear deformation in a magmatic state of 
the NE portion of the Santa Olalla Igneous Complex, which 
generated a superimposed vertical fabric with sinistral kilo­
metric-scale S-C magmatic structures. Finally, after complete 
crystallization of the magma at this shallow depth, the rheol­
ogy of tonalite was too strong for deformation to proceed un­
der subsolidus conditions. As a consequence, the wide shear 
deformation zone allowed by melt rheology, was again re­
stricted to the initial fault trace. Some time later, the Zufre 
fault cut across the Santa Olalla Igneous Complex, displacing 
its SE portion below the present erosion level. 
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